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passing drama
video essay, 66:00, 1999
Drama (which means “stage” in Greek) becomes a stage for oblivion,
oblivion however which hasn’t ceased to stir up movements. Drama is
the name of the town around which many refugees from Asia Minor,
among them my grandparents, settled after 1923, after having survived
the trauma of deportations and the ‘catastrophe of Asia Minor.’ For
many of them, Drama wasn’t the final refuge: in the next generation,
thousands of these refugees ended up in forced labor camps in Austria,
or became ‘guest workers’ in Germany yet another generation later. The
tales which these ‘guest workers’ could tell were not only about poverty
and civil war, but also about their persistent resistance and the guerilla war, about camps and forced labor, and about a genocide officially
termed ‘expulsion’. From generation to generation and from place to
place, their story was reshaped anew by a life without rights, by racism
and rejection, by economic conditions, by the concealment of historical
facts, and, above all, by the need to forget the traumatic experience of deportation. That experience was banished from history and politics. Without a territory, they had no claim to citizenship. Because they were constantly coming and going, they were unable to develop their own history.
The textual level of Passing Drama consists of interviews with members of the second generation of refugees from the area around Drama. They are statements like stones – statements whose vocal melodies
have been inscribed over three generations into collective and individual memory – inedible fragments that have become like a song about
flight through repetition and narration. At one level, the video Passing
Drama is a construction of a mental space in which memories interact with one another as they do in the cerebral system. Images and
sounds work as powers of memory. Instead of concealing breaks and gaps
and replacing them with fictitious (historical) elements in order to create a homogeneous continuity, transition between the different visual
and narrative levels were used in Passing Drama to visualize the process of forgetting or the awareness that something has been forgotten.
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